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Zen Horse Repair releases two-disc album  

“Ghost Brain,” on Household Ink Records  
For immediate release:  

What: Zen Horse Repair 
When: Tuesday, June 3, 8:00 PM at Soho, 1221 State St. 
with Headless Household, and… 
Friday, June 13, 7:00 PM at Art Resources, 512 E. 
Haley St. (Neal is currently showing his graphic works 
on site from 5/17 to 5/21.) 
Contact: (805) 962-7776. web-site: www.sohosb.com. 
 

Hundreds of thousands of people have been infatuated and philosophically 
perplexed by Neal Crosbie’s cartoons in Tricycle, the Buddhist Review, and other 
publications. Now Master Tinkerer Tom Lackner has brought his reins to the parade, 
bringing a musical analog to Crosbie’s poetic and visual world. With their new album, 
Ghost Brain, Zen Horse Repair rides again for the first time, through territory 
somewhere between Joshua Tree, Mt. Fuji and right over there. 
 

After working on Crosbie’s first band album, Zen Horse Repair, multi-instrumentalist 
Tom Lackner and Crosbie wanted to keep exploring the unique music/poem territory 
that volunteered itself in that album. Lackner brings his wealth of experience (Flora 
Purim and Airto, Eddie Harris, Charlie Musselwhite, musical theater, Headless 
Household, etc. etc.) to the sonic landscape germinated in Crosbie’s koan-like lyrics and 
hypnotic banjo and guitar riffs. Sometimes they recorded with the frogs, and sometimes 



with human friends such as Bruce Winter and Glen Philips. As they recorded Ghost 
Brain, something strange happened….a lot.  

Music that is odd and lovely…..  

  --Josef Woodard, musician/writer-at-large 

Zen Horse Repair presents an always exuberant invitation to profundity and glee…..  

 --Barry Spacks, Poet Laureate emeritus, Santa Barbara 

After three years, several frog songs and a steady diet of pine wind, Crosbie and 
Lackner have become Zen Horse Repair. They and their musical guests will be 
celebrating the release of Ghost Brain at two shows in Santa Barbara: 

Tuesday June 3, 8:00 PM at Soho, 1221 State St. with Headless Household 

Friday June 13, 7:00 PM at Art Resources, 512 E. Haley St. Neal is currently showing his 
graphic works on site from 5/17 to 5/21. 

 

 

 For further information, photos, music, et al, please visit www.householdink.com, or 
e-mail info@householdink.com, or phone on (805) 687-3963 

 


